
Broncos weather the storm & protect home court with critical win over Murrieta Mesa: 
 

Vista Murrieta: 15-07-14-13=50 (8-12 Overall, 5-1 Southwestern League) 
Murrieta Mesa: 11-02-16-08=37 (10-13 Overall, 4-2 Southwestern League) #15-3AA as of 1/22 
 
By: Derryl Trujillo  
Inland Sports Senior Writer  
 
It was two weeks ago when Vista Murrieta & Murrieta Mesa’s girls basketball teams gathered for 
their initial encounter which resulted in a 63-61 victory by the Rams (first in program history over 
the Broncos). In that first matchup both teams combined to shoot 42/101 from the floor (41.6%) 
& 16/39 at three point range (41.0%). Wednesday night at Bronco Arena points were a lot 
harder to come by but it was Vista Murrieta coming away with a crucial win 50-37 and tying 
Great Oak (52-37 winner over Temecula Valley) for the league lead at 5-1.  
 
It was Murrieta Mesa who got on the board first with 7:50 left in the opening quarter off a jump 
shot from Rayven Cook to take a 2-0 lead. Natalia Willis answered with the first of her three 
opening quarter three's to give the Broncos a 3-2 lead. Kaylie Klemp answered with a three 
point shot of her own putting Murrieta Mesa back in front with a 5-3 lead at the six minute mark. 
Wills then answered with another three pointer giving Vista Murrieta a 6-5 lead. Klemp's layup 
with roughly five minutes left gave the Rams their final lead at 7-6. A three from Willis (her third 
and final one of the evening) gave Vista Murrieta a 9-7 lead before Cook answered with a jump 
shot tying it back up at 9. Perfect free throw shooting from the Broncos allowed them to take a 
15-11 lead after eight minutes as Sarah Rich, Willis, and Ruthie Vargas combined for 6-6 on 
free throws to finish opening quarter play.  
 
Consecutive steals & layups from Rich & Willis stretched Vista Murrieta’s lead to 19-11 with just 
over seven minutes until the half. Those were the only field goals in second quarter action as 
sixteen free throws were attempted & five converted (Vista Murrieta 3 of 8 & Murrieta Mesa 2 of 
8). After sixteen minutes of play it was the Broncos up by nine points at 22-13. Willis led all 
scorers at the half with 13 of her game high 17 points for Vista Murrieta. Klemp had 8 of her 11 
points at intermission.  
 
A quick start to the third quarter brought Murrieta Mesa’s deficit down to four points at 22-18 
with 6:35 left which prompted a Bronco timeout. Kemp hit her second three pointer of the day 
and Cook went 2-2 on free throws in that stretch. Two straight elbow jump shots (one from Willis 
as the shot clock was about to expire & another from Noelani Bernardo) pushed Vista Murrieta’s 
lead to 26-18 with 5:50 left in third quarter play. Shyann Morreo’s three pointer with 3:05 left 
gave the Broncos their first double digit lead at 31-19. An 8-0 Rams run from that point covering 
roughly ninety seconds closed the gap to 31-27 with 1:40 left. Valerie Arias hit a three pointer, 
Sydney Ormiston scored on a baseline out of bounds play & Kaylee Van Betuw had a layup out 
of the Rams press break along with 1 free throw to complete the run. It was Morreo providing 
yet another big three pointer ,this time from the left corner with just under a minute left,  to put 



Vista Murrieta up 34-27. Emily Gonzalez of Murrieta Mesa hit a runner in the lane with about 
fifteen seconds left keeping her team within striking distance down 36-29 after three quarters.  
 
Another three pointer from Arias made it a four point deficit for the third time in second half 
action with Murrieta Mesa trailing 36-32 just over thirty seconds into fourth quarter play. Willis 
had a steal & basket which combined with a layup at the shot clock buzzer from Jazmine Acedo 
put Vista Murrieta up by ten points for a second time at 44-34 with 5:10 to play. This time though 
there would be no answer from the Rams as Rich had a steal & basket along with going 2-2 on 
free throws and Acedo hit a free throw line jumper pushing the Bronco lead to 50-35 with just 
over a minute left. Ormiston's jumper with 35 seconds left was too little too late as Vista Murrieta 
dribbled out the clock.  
 
Rams coach Doug Ravasdy remarked about the loss “Three pointers hurt us but we can't afford 
to go five or six minutes without scoring & score two points in the second quarter against a 
quality team like Vista Murrieta. We’ve got to go back to the drawing board on offense and now 
face a must win at Great Oak on Friday. Our kids are resilient, will shake this loss off, and come 
out ready to compete on Friday.” 
 
Vista Murrieta’s Natalia Willis had 17 points to lead all scorers and said “Being a senior I knew I 
had to step up and be a leader so hitting those shots was huge for us to get going. We did a 
better job of moving the ball & playing tough defense this time around. In our first matchup with 
Mesa I felt like we were overconfident going into it & losing forced us to focus more on the 
details at both ends of the floor.”  
 
Bronco Notables: 
Natalia Willis>>>17 pts (3 three pointers) 
 
Rams Notables: 
Kayli Klemp>>>11 pts (2 three pointers)  
 
Around the Corner:  
Vista Murrieta @ Chaparral 1/25 7pm 
Murrieta Mesa @ Great Oak 1/25 7pm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 


